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Evil rising game

(Pocket-lint) - Rise of Nightmares, the Sega game from the group that brought us House of the Dead, will be the first game for Microsoft's Kinect gadget for the Xbox 360 to be rated as M for mature gamers. The rating comes from the ESRB for statewide versions, and it has also been awarded 18
certificates by the BBFC in the UK. According to the original ESRB list, as posted on Siliconera, Rise of Nightmares is a horror adventure game in which the player takes on the role of an American traveler who must rescue his wife from a dysangical scientist. From a first-person perspective, players use
bronze finger joints, knives, axes and saws to kill zombie-like creatures and deformed monsters inside the villa environment. Fighting is marked by exaggerated spraying of blood, and damage often leads to division or beheading - stray body parts sometimes litter to the ground. It went on to say, Some
scenes and cutsc cutscies depict more violent acts: a man shouts loudly as spikes pierce his body; the hand of a restricted character is cut off before he is killed; a character (cut in half) crawls away in a pud of blood; a soldier is separated by a monster, causing blood to stick on the screen. Best PS5
games 2020: Great PlayStation 5 titles to choose fromIn the course of the game, some female creatures are depicted in revealing costumes (e.g., 'pastries' that cover the breasts partly); in one sequence, a woman sits on the central character's chest and engages in suggestive dialogue (e.g., 'Oh, how did
I think about this night after night. How I missed this lips.'). Dialogue also includes phrases like 'Best sex of my life.' /'Worst sex of my life,' 'f**k,' and 'sh*t'. You don't get that in KinectimalsAlthough the release date of Rise of Nightmares is simply 2011 now, it's expected to come this summer. What do you
think? Let us know in the comments below... Written by Rik Henderson. Moving through Battle Bots, now there's Roboni-I, a programmable gaming robot that lets you wheel plastic automatons ring micro-arenas for solo or sports teams, on or offline. Yep, it's really real, a shin-high fat vinyl disc with hooped
rubber wheels stretched like arms from the sides. It sports four processors, 16 sensors (an infrared gun along with touch and obstacle detection), a USB port, a speaker, a game accessory reader, and radio frequency remote control. It zips around the flat surface like a funky low-profile racer and pulls out
360-degree rotation faster than Automan.You get six games out of the box that can interact with peripherals including such as a base station, power port, and special effects pad, as well as a controller that looks like a chubby console gamepad. According to the product description Depends on the game
you choose (or modified by software) accessories serve a single purpose: base stations can act as a warehouse, timer or target; Energy port ej ejing a balloon (which is corralled by the robot's spoon) and recharge the robot; and special effects center provides the robot with advanced manipulations and
abilities. The robot's sensors and RF chips allow it to interact with such accessories as well as competing robots, so two players can play bot-to-bot. (The sales video depicts two Roboni-I shows arguing about a yellow ball, for example.) Still cooler? The Option to re-program Roboni-I with Windows-based
Command Center software allows you to perform robotic reflex behavior and actions. Go online and you can track opponents, download multiple games, schedule matches, and complete online missions to train for real-world matches. You can also participate in interactive online gaming using any of the
robot's programmed routines - you can identify other robots online as friends or enemies and robots that will interact with them accordingly. The game involves robots picking up different colors by driving on coding pads and giving centers before time runs out, collecting a ball while avoiding bullets,
dropping electronic mines to hinder competing robots, and more. The robot's dual monowheel design offers 360º nimble movement as it moves between accessories - you can control it from a distance of up to 30'. All that for $299.95, available this fall from ToysRUs.com, Amazon.com,
BarnesandNoble.com, or at retail from Hammacher Schlemmer, Edmund Sciences and other specialty stores. More information on the Robonica homepage. Follow me on Twitter @game_on: When you buy something after clicking on the link in our post, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate
policy for more details. Source: Thinkstock It seems the Treasury bond market, which has been extremely strong this year, could come out on top. If we look at shares of the Barclays iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF (NYSEARCA: TLT), we see that the fund peaked at the end of the month and pulled
back, and after trying to make a new high on Monday, it violently reversed without doing so on Tuesday and Wednesday. This is an indication that Treasury bond trading may be over, and this means we can see game-changing market effects. Here are a few of them. 1. Bonds will weaken in general If the
Treasury market weakens, then bonds will generally weaken as well, because other bonds are usually valuable compared to the Treasury market. For example, low-risk corporate bonds can take 1 percent more per year than Treasury bonds in the same period, and if the interest rate of that bond rises, so
can corporate bonds. We can see this impact on high yield bonds, foreign bonds, and even mortgage bonds, which gives me the next impact of a rising interest rate environment. 2. The housing market will decline Most homes are bought using debt: Buyers put a small amount down and then they take out
a mortgage to pay for the rest. As interest rates rise, mortgage payments for new and adjustable loans will increase. In the first case, this means that a those who can afford, say, a $300,000 home at current rates can only afford a $250,000 home at a higher rate and a home that is still worth less if rates
continue to rise. This will put pressure on house prices. In the second case, if mortgage payments increase for those with adjusted mortgage rates, they will either be foreclosed or they will have less disposable income. The former hurt the housing market and later hurt retail sales, especially for arbitrary
items. The stock market will weaken The same argument that I make regarding bonds that apply to stocks inso to the extent that stocks are cash flow yields assets unlike bonds. Just like a yield bond, a stock has an income yield, which is the inverse of many prices on its earnings. If the bond price rises,
then the value of the stock on the basis of income yield will fall to reflect the fact that the interest rate, and therefore the yield of income, must increase. For example, a stock that trades with earnings 20 times has a 5% income. If the interest rate rises by 1 percent and the value of this stock falls to reflect
this, then it needs to fall to its profit of 6 percent. This would give it a price multiple to earnings of 16.7. If the company can generate more income then it may not necessarily fall, but it will not rise as much as it would have in a lower interest rate scenario. In the short term, an increased interest rate
environment would be negative for many financial assets. Therefore, investors concerned that interest rates will rise should be careful in choosing which stocks and bonds to own. You should carefully watch the TLT for any further weaknesses. You should also watch his cousin, the Barclays iShares 1-3
Year Treasury Bond ETF (NYSEARCA: SHY), to get a reading on short-term interest rates. Disclosure: Ben Kramer-Miller has no place in the ETFs mentioned in this article. More From Wall St. Cheat Sheet: This week is a big one for gamers, with a handful of AAA games launched across all systems.
Things are slowing down next week, but not too slowly. We'll get the latest in the Resident Evil franchise as it tries its hand at episodic gaming, as well as a new Dragon Ball game and more. Continue reading for details. Source: Capcom 1. Resident Evil: Revelations 2 - Episode 1 Releases February 24



for PS3 and PS4 Releases February 25 for Xbox 360 and Xbox One Watch trailer The original Resident Evil: Revelations is a strange thing. At launch, it was an exclusive Nintendo 3DS that came out the same year as Resident Evil 6 for consoles. The strange thing is, critics and fans prefer the handheld
game Revelations better than the main franchise. This next section will ditch the handsets for the communication desk and will provide similar Solid, scary gameplay that involves solving puzzles and killing zombies. Episode 1 premieres next week, while three more episodes are scheduled for later this
year. Source: Iridium Studios 2. There Came an Echo Echo February 24 for ps4, Xbox One, and PC Watch trailer Anytime you attach Star Trek: The Next Generation alum Wil Wheaton to a project, nerd cred its rockets dramatically. That's just what Iridium Studios did with There Came an Echo, a
strategy game sponsored by Kickstarter nearly two years ago and finally ready for the limelight. Basically, you control a small squadron of fighters as they try to escape from a relentless enemy force. It has a sci-fi storyline that sounds compelling, as well as an optional control style based on voice
commands. Looks neat. Source: Bandai Namco 3. Dragon Ball XenoVerse released February 24 for PS4, Xbox One, PS3, Xbox 360 Watch trailer Unlike in most Dragon Ball games, in this game you create your own character instead of playing as warriors from the program. Mysterious baddies are
messing with time, which means the Dragon Ball world is in danger, and it's up to you to save it. You do so by taking on bad guys in crazy fights using fists and magic, usually with everyone hovering in the air. It may not convert anyone who is not yet interested in the Dragon Ball universe, but it looks
pretty great for fans. Source: Koei Tecmo 4. Dynasty Warriors 8 Empires Releases February 24 for PS4, Xbox One, PS3 and PC Watch trailer The Dynasty Warriors series began in 1997 and has suffered largely thanks to its popularity in Japan. If you like the idea of single-handedly hacking your way
through the entire army of bad guys, you'll probably enjoy this latest part. The idea is to strategically plan out your attacks on the fly, mixing melee moves with magical attacks to plow through hundreds of enemies. If you are looking for a game that makes you feel ridiculously powerful, don't look further.
Follow Chris on Twitter @_chrislreed Check out the Cheat Sheet Technology on Facebook more from Tech Cheat Sheet: Sheet:
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